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a b s t r a c t 

The dynamic compressive behaviour of sandwich panels with shear thickening fluid (STF) filled pyramidal lattice 

truss cores at high strain rates is studied and compared with that of pure STF as well as the sandwich panels with 

empty and water filled pyramidal lattice truss cores by modified split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) apparatus. 

The dynamic compressive strengths of the sandwich panels while filled with STF increase significantly when 

compared to the strengths of the sandwich panels with empty pyramidal lattice truss cores. It is interesting to 

note that the sandwich panel with the STF filled pyramidal lattice truss core shows “1 + 1 >> 2 ” dynamic energy 

absorption behaviour. The excellent energy absorption behaviour of the sandwich panel with STF filled truss core 

is interpreted by the transformation of deformation modes of core beams from non-symmetry to symmetry after 

filled with the STF through strong interaction between the buckling behaviour of pyramidal lattice truss core and 

the shear thickening behaviour of the filled STF material. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Sandwich panels with lattice truss cores have attracted a lot of atten-

ions of researchers for the past few years due to its lightweight, high

trength/density ratio, as well as convenient fabrication [1–3] . It has

ounded applications in variety of industrial fields such as automobiles,

ircrafts, to name a few [4] . Numerous studies address the mechanical

esponses of sandwich panels with lattice truss cores [5–13] . Having

hown high energy absorption capacity through deformation of panels

nd buckling behaviour of truss core’s beams under impulse loading

14–20] , metallic sandwich structures still suffer from some shortcom-

ngs. For example, the strength of the sandwich panels with lattice truss

ores is still relative low when compared to the monolithic plates. Also,

t is very difficult to optimize the design of sandwich panels over a wide

ange of impulses due to the dramatic variation in the stiffness of a core

hen subjected to buckling followed by re-strengthening [ 3 , 21 , 22 ]. 

It is an effective method to use sandwich panels integrated with some

dvanced materials to further improve its mechanical behaviour. For in-

tance, the study by Wadley et al. [23] showed that filling the cores of

andwich panels with alumina prisms led to severe projectile plastic de-
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ormation and fragmentation as the impact speed was increased, and the

allistic limit increased significantly from about 530–590 m/s to approx-

mately 1300 m/s. Recently, sandwich structures integrated with shear

hickening fluid (STF) attracts great attentions of researchers. After filled

ith STF, the mechanical behaviour of structures such as vibration and

amping properties were significantly modified [ 24 , 25 ]. 

STF is one kind of smart materials that show reversible energy

bsorption behaviour under impulse loading [26–28] . In addition, it

hows excellent energy absorption capacity through viscos dissipation

uring the transition from a fluid-like state to a solid-like state, i.e. shear

hickening behaviour by shear deformation [ 27 , 29–31 ] and compres-

ion thickening behaviour by compression [ 26, 27 , 32–34 ]. More impor-

ant, the shear thickening behaviour is observed to be a result of par-

icles rearrangement from an ordered state to a disordered state, e.g.

ormation of jamming particle clusters during shear loading [ 27 , 31 ],

nd the compression thickening behaviour is observed to be a result of

mpact induced solidification [ 27 , 32 , 33 ]. When the impulse loading is

emoved, the viscosity of STF recovers rapidly to the initial state [31] ,

howing the reversible energy absorption capacity. 

Combining STF and sandwich panel with lattice truss core can bring

 promising structural material with excellent multifunction. It has
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the sandwich panel with pyramidal lattice truss core. 

Fig. 2. Steady state shear viscosities of the STF at various strain rates. The de- 

crease and quick increase of shear viscosities of the STF correspond to the shear 

thinning and the shear thickening regime, respectively. The insert shows that 

the nearly monodispersed silica sphere particles with an average diameter of 

300 nm with less than 10% polydispersity. 
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ot only the merits of sandwich panel with lattice truss core such as

ightweight, high strength/density ratio [ 7 , 10 ], but also the unique

roperties of STF such as convenient filling, reverse energy absorption

ehaviour [ 26 , 32 , 33 ]. More important, since the viscosity of STF is de-

endent to the impulse condition, it provides a good method to optimize

he design of the sandwich panels over a wide range of impulses by con-

rolling the buckling and post buckling behaviour of lattice truss core

eams through strong fluid–structure interaction (FSI). 

In this paper, the dynamic behaviour of sandwich panels with empty,

ater filled, and STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores at various im-

act velocities are measured by the modified SHPB. After filled with

he STF, the energy absorption capacity of the sandwich panel is signif-

cantly improved and shows “1 + 1 >> 2 ” phenomenon by transforming

he deformation modes from non-symmetrical buckling to symmetrical

uckling of core beams. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , the experimental pro-

edure used for preparing the sandwich panels with empty, water filled,

nd STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores and the extension of the split

opkinson pressure bar method for dynamic behaviour testing on large

ize sandwich panels are described in detail. In Section 3 , the experimen-

al conditions and corresponding experimental results are provided. In

ection 4 , experimental results on pure STF specimens and sandwich

anels with empty, water filled, and STF filled pyramidal lattice truss

ores at various strain rates are compared, and discussion relevant to

he experimental results is provided. 

. Material fabrication and experimental method 

.1. Sandwich panels 

The pyramidal lattice truss cores are harvested through folding 60°

long the short diagonals of a 0.7 mm in thickness and 12 mm in length

hombic (acute angles 60°) perforated stainless steel sheet, leading to

nite truss cells with 7.0 mm in thickness, 16 mm in length, and 9 mm in

idth. To improve the welding quality between truss cores and panels,

 mm width flat areas at nodal regions of the pyramidal lattice truss

ores are fabricated, obtaining a relative density �̄� of about 2.3% [35] .

ue to the folding process the core beams are a little bent at the welding

osition. The brazing technique with solder material BNi-2 that heats

p to 1040–1060 °C and holds for 10–15 min is undertaken to weld the

yramidal lattice truss cores and 0.9-mm-thick stainless steel panels.

he detail for preparing the sandwich panel with pyramidal lattice truss

ore is given by the study of Yuan et al. [36] . The schematic of a typical

andwich panel specimen with three unit cells in length (about 48 mm)

nd five unit cells in width (about 45 mm) for dynamic compression is

hown in Fig. 1 . While filling water or STF, a strip of 0.1-mm-thick soft

ubber with an elastic modulus of about 0.5 MPa is used to seal all open

ides of a sandwich panel with pyramidal lattice truss core to make a

imple mode. For pure STF test, the STF with pre-determined volume

s filled into a pocket that made from the same rubber, and then it is

andwiched in experiments to obtain a disk shaped STF specimen for

ynamic compression. 

.2. STF specimens 

The colloidal nanoparticles employed here are monodispersed sil-

ca microspheres, which were prepared by the method of Stöber [37] .

riefly, the mixture solution of TEOS and absolute ethanol are slowly

ntroduced into the mixture of ammonia and absolute ethanol by drip-

ing. The silica microspheres are centrifuged, rinsed by ethanol, and

nally dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C prior to use. The STF are pre-

ared as follows: the silica microspheres, polyethylene glycol 200 (PEG

00) and absolute ethanol is added into a round flask. The weight ratio

f the silica microspheres and PEG 200 is 70/30, and absolute ethanol,

hich is used as solvent, is about three times the weight of the silica

icrospheres and PEG 200. The flask is sonicated for more than four
468 
ours to ensure the complete dispersion of the silica microspheres. Fi-

ally, the STF is obtained by rotary evaporated the ethanol from the

ixed solution, and sealed in a vial before use. 

The STF studied in this paper has a particle volume fraction of 57%.

s shown in Fig. 2 , the silica sphere particles are nearly monodisperse

ith an average diameter of 300 nm with less than 10% polydisper-

ity. The densities of the silica particles and the polyethylene glycol are

.950 g/cm 

3 and 1.127 g/cm 

3 , respectively. The sound velocity of the

ilica particles is 5869 m/s. The bulk modulus of the polyethylene gly-

ol is 3.05 GPa, yielding a sound velocity of 1650 m/s. The steady state

hear viscosity of the STF at various shear strain rates, which are mea-

ured by a Kinexus pro + rotational rheometer in the steady-state shear

weep mode using a 40 mm 4° cone and plate with Peltier temperature

ontrol at 25 °C, is also plotted in Fig. 2 . The STF exhibits a shear thin-

ing regime, followed by a strong shear thickening response at a shear

ate of about 25 s − 1 as evident by the sharp increase of the shear viscos-

ty. Due to the limitation of the rotational rheometer, the viscosities of

he STF at even high shear rates are unable to be obtained. 
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Fig. 3. Modified SHPB apparatus. A trumpet-shaped loading end with a thickness of 15 mm and a maximum diameter of 80 mm is employed to compress the 

sandwich panels with relative large section areas. 
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.3. Experimental method 

In the present study, SHPB apparatus [ 38 , 39 ] is modified to inves-

igate dynamic behaviour of sandwich panels with empty, water filled,

nd STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores at nominal strain rates vary-

ng from 300 to 1700 s − 1 . The schematic of the modified SHPB is shown

n Fig. 3 . The facility comprises a striker bar and an incident bar, all

ade from 19.05 mm diameter high-strength 7075-T6 aluminum alloy

aving a nominal yield strength of approximately 500 MPa. Since rela-

ive large sizes of sandwich panels are taken in experiments when com-

ared to the diameter of the incident bar to minimize the size effect

f the sandwich panels, a trumpet-shaped loading end with a thick-

ess of 15 mm and a maximum diameter of 80 mm is employed. The

rumpet-shaped end is also made from 7075-T6 aluminum alloy to min-

mize the impedance mismatch effect between the incident bar and

he loading end. The sandwich panel specimens are sandwiched be-

ween the trumpet-shaped loading end and a large hard steel disk fabri-

ated from Carpenter Hampden (CH) tool-steel that acts as a rigid sup-

ort. The tool-steel disk is 150 mm in diameter and 100 mm in thick-

ess. The length of the striker bar and the incident bar are approx-

mately 0.7 m and 1.8 m, respectively. The striker bar is accelerated

sing a compressed air gas-gun to impact velocities in the range of 5
469 
o 16 m/s; corresponding to nominal strain rates 300–1700 s − 1 in the

andwich panel specimens, respectively. A pair of semiconductor strain

ages (SB5-120-P-2Y15) strategically attached on the middle of the in-

ident bar is utilized in combination with a Wheatstone bridge circuit,

 differential amplifier, and a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner

20Zi) to record the strain pulses in the incident bar during the dynamic

ests. 

In a SHPB test with the aforementioned configuration, a compressed

ir gas-gun is used to accelerate the striker bar to impact the incident bar

t a pre-determined velocity. The impact results in an elastic compres-

ion wave with a strain profile, denoted by 𝜀 I ( t ), which travels in the in-

ident bar towards the sandwich panel specimen. Due to the impedance

ismatch between the specimen and the pressure bars, part of the inci-

ent compressive wave is reflected back into the incident bar, denoted

y 𝜀 R ( t ), while the rest is transmitted into the large hard tool-steel disk.

ince the impedance of the hard tool-steel disk is much large when com-

ared to the sandwich panel specimen, the tool-steel disk is regarded

s a rigid support, and correspondingly the contacted end surface of

he sandwich panel specimen is regarded as stationary. Under the as-

umption of homogeneous deformation, elementary 1D elastic wave-

ropagation equations are used to calculate the engineering stress 𝜎S ( t ),

he strain rate ε̇ ( 𝑡 ) , and strain 𝜀 ( t ) in the sandwich panel specimen as
𝑆 S 
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Fig. 4. Validation of the numerical model for simulating the stress pulses in the 

incident bar with the trumpet-shaped loading end. 
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Fig. 5. Typical measured reflected wave (with sandwich specimen) and nu- 

merical reflected wave (without sandwich specimen). The same value at the 

beginning indicates the impedance mismatch between the incident bar and the 

trumpet-shaped end. 
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𝑆 ( 𝑡 ) = 𝐸 

𝐴 0 
𝐴 𝑆 

[
𝜀 𝐼 ( 𝑡 ) + 𝜀 𝑅 ( 𝑡 ) 

]
, (1)

̇  𝑆 ( 𝑡 ) = −2 
𝑐 0 
ℎ 𝑆 

𝜀 𝑅 ( 𝑡 ) , (2)

 𝑆 ( 𝑡 ) = 

𝑡 

∫
0 

�̇� 𝑆 ( 𝑡 ) 𝑑𝑡 . (3)

In Eqs. (1) –(3) , E, A 0 and c 0 are Young’s modulus, cross-sectional

rea, and longitudinal wave speed in the incident bar; A S and h S are the

nitial cross-sectional area and thickness of the specimen, respectively.

he true stress–strain relationship is determined from the engineering

tress–strain relationship by assuming uniform and isochoric deforma-

ion conditions to prevail within the specimen during the deformation

rocess. 

.4. Data reduction method 

In the experiments a trumpet-shaped loading end with a thickness of

5 mm and a maximum diameter of 80 mm is employed to pressure the

arge size sandwich panel specimens. Although the same7075-T6 alu-

inum alloy is used for the trumpet-shaped end as the incident bar, the

mpedance mismatch between the incident bar and the trumpet-shaped

oading end is also observed in experiments due to the irregular geom-

try of the trumpet-shaped loading end. Therefore, the data reduction

ethod with the aid of numerical simulation is implemented to remove

he errors introduced by the impedance mismatch between the incident

ar and the loading end. The detail of the method is as follows. For

ach test with a sandwich panel specimen, the incident wave and the

eflected wave in the incident bar are measured. Then, the LS-DYNA

xplicit package [40] , which has been validated for simulating SHPB

roblem [41] , is taken to analyze the reflected wave in the incident bar

ithout the sandwich panel specimen, i.e. the free end condition. Only

he incident bar and the trumpet-shaped end, which are supposed to

e an integral rod, are simulated. The measured incident stress wave,

s the loading condition, is applied on the left end surface of the inci-

ent bar. The measured stress wave and the simulated stress waves in

he middle of the incident bar are given in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that

he simulated stress wave agrees well with the measured stress wave

efore 840 𝜇s. After this time the measured reflected wave begins to

nloading whereas the simulated reflected wave continues to loading,
470 
hich should be ascribed to the boundary condition between the inci-

ent bar and the trumpet-shaped loading end. As the incident bar just

ontacts other than integrate with the loading end in experiments, the

ncident bar and the trumpet-shaped loading end will separate when the

nloading wave in the incident bar arrives at the trumpet-shaped load-

ng end. As a result, only partial reflected stress wave can be measured in

he experiments. However, it is adequate to measure the dynamic com-

ressive behaviour of the sandwich panels. A typical measured reflected

ave while compressing a sandwich panel with pyramidal lattice truss

ore and the simulated reflected wave with free end condition are given

n Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 5 , at the beginning the simulated reflected

tress wave is almost the same as the measured reflected stress wave,

ndicating that the reflected wave in this duration is generated by the

mpedance mismatch between the incident bar and the trumpet-shaped

nd. Then the measured reflected wave is lower than the simulated re-

ected wave, showing the actual loading on the sandwich panel speci-

en. For each test the simulated stress wave minus the measured stress

ave gives the correct stress applied on the specimen. 

. Dynamic compressive results 

The experiments are performed on sandwich panels with empty pyra-

idal lattice truss cores (SPEC), water filled pyramidal lattice truss core

SPWC), STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores (SPSC), and pure STF

STF) at various impact velocities. The experimental parameters of all

he tests are summarized in Table 1 . Due to the nonuniform deformation

f the pyramidal lattice truss cores during fabrication, the sizes of unit

ells have slight difference. 

.1. Results of sandwich panels with empty pyramidal lattice truss cores 

The nominal stress versus strain relationships of the sandwich pan-

ls with empty pyramidal lattice truss cores at impact velocities of

bout 5 m/s and 10 m/s, corresponding to strain rates of approximately

20 s − 1 and 900 s − 1 , respectively, are shown in Fig. 6 . The result under

uasi-static compression is also given in the figure as a comparison. At

he beginning the stresses increase almost linearly with the increase of

train. The maximum elastic strain is 0.058 and 0.078 for quasi-static

ompression and dynamic compression, respectively. Then the buckling

ehaviour of the pyramidal lattice trusses happens, leading to the de-

reases of stresses with further compression. While the pyramidal lattice

russ contact with each other or with the panels, the stresses increase
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Table 1 

Experimental parameters for experiments involving compression on various specimens. 

Test no. Test specimen Specimen size (mm) Unit cells Impact velocity (m/s) Strain rate (s − 1 ) 

1 SPEC-1 100.13 ×100.08 6 ×11 3 ×10 − 5 0.004 

2 SPEC-2 46.18 ×36.14 3 ×4 5 420 

3 SPEC-3 48.20 ×36.38 3 ×4 10 900 

4 STF-1 Φ52.80 – 5 540 

5 STF-2 Φ52.73 – 8 920 

6 STF-3 Φ52.76 – 13 1500 

7 SPWC-1 49.08 ×37.05 3 ×4 16 1400 

8 SPSC-1 46.84 ×37.10 3 ×4 5 430 

9 SPSC-2 49.18 ×36.88 3 ×4 10 840 

10 SPSC-3 46.20 ×37.00 3 ×4 16 1300 

Fig. 6. Nominal stress versus strain relationships of the sandwich panels with empty pyramidal lattice truss cores at various strain rates. 
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uickly once again with increasing strain. Since the strain rates are al-

ost at the same level, the results obtained at impact velocities 5 m/s

nd 10 m/s is not obvious. The strength of the sandwich panel obtained

t quasi-static compression is about 2.0 MPa, while the strength is ap-

roximately 3.0 MPa at a strain rate of about 900 s − 1 , which is about

0% higher than that obtained at quasi-static compression due to the

ateral effects as the studies by Lee et al. [42] , Tang et al. [43] , and

aughn et al. [44] . 

.2. Results of pure STF specimens 

The compressive behaviour of the pure STF at impact velocities of

bout 5 m/s, 8 m/s and 13 m/s, corresponding to strain rates of about

40 s − 1 , 920 s − 1 , 1500 s − 1 , are shown in Fig. 7 . For the impact velocities

f 5 m/s and 8 m/s, at the beginning the stresses increase quickly with

he increases of strain, and then it keeps at plateaus of about 0.5 MPa

nd 1.2 MPa, respectively, with a short period and increase again with

ontinuous loading. At the impact velocity of 13 m/s, the compressive

esistance of the STF continues to increases, and the stress plateau as ob-

erved at the impact velocities of 5 m/s and 8 m/s is not distinct; instead

he stress increases slightly with increasing strain. 

.3. Result of sandwich panel with water filled pyramidal lattice truss core 

The nominal stress versus strain relationship of the sandwich panels

ith distilled water filled pyramidal lattice truss core at an impact ve-

ocity of about 16 m/s, corresponding to a strain rate of about 1400 s − 1 ,

s shown in Fig. 8 . The stress of the sandwich increases quickly to the

eak value of approximately 4.1 MPa at the strain 0.14. With continu-
471 
us compression the stress decreases to a value of about 3.0 MPa at the

train 0.26 due to the buckling and post buckling behaviour of the pyra-

idal lattice truss. After that the stress increases quickly with increasing

train while the pyramidal lattice truss contact with each other or with

he panel. According to the measurement results as shown in Fig. 6 , the

trengths of the sandwich panels with empty pyramidal lattice truss core

re almost the same in the strain rate range 420–900 s − 1 . Regarding the

trength of the empty sandwich at strain rate 1400 s − 1 is the same as

btained at strain rate 900 s − 1 because the strain rates are at the same

evel, the peak stress of the sandwich panel with water filled pyramidal

attice truss core increases by about 36.7% due to the inertial effect of

he filled water when compared to the strengths of the sandwich panels

ith empty pyramidal lattice truss cores. 

.4. Results of sandwich panels with STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores

The nominal stress versus strain relationships of the sandwich panels

ith STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores at impact velocities of 5 m/s,

0 m/s and 16 m/s, corresponding to strain rates of 430 s − 1 , 840 s − 1 and

300 s − 1 , respectively, are shown in Fig. 9 . Due to the limitation of the

oading pulse durations for the impact velocities of 5 m/s and 10 m/s,

he tendencies of the stresses with increasing strain are not clear when

he loading strain exceeds 0.18. Here, we speculate the stress versus

train curves at impact velocities of 5 m/s and 10 m/s are the same as

hat obtained at the impact velocity of 16 m/s. It can be seen that with

he increases of strain to about 0.17 the stresses increase almost linearly

o about 9.0 MPa, which increases by about 3 times when compared to

he dynamic strengths of the sandwich panels with empty pyramidal

attice truss cores, showing the significantly improved dynamic energy
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Fig. 7. Nominal stress versus strain relationships of the pure STF specimens at various strain rates. 

Fig. 8. Nominal stress versus strain relationship of the sandwich panel with water filled pyramidal lattice truss core at a strain rate of about 1400 s − 1 . 

Fig. 9. Nominal stress versus strain relationships of the sandwich panels with STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores at various strain rates. 

472 
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Fig. 10. Nominal dynamic stress versus strain profiles of the sandwich panels with empty, water filled, and STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores. 
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Fig. 11. Nominal stress versus strain profiles of the pure STF specimens and 

the sandwich panels with empty and STF filled pyramidal truss cores. The stress 

versus strain curve through adding the stresses of the pure STF and the sandwich 

panel with empty truss core is also depicted as a comparison. 
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bsorption capacity of the sandwich panels while filled with the STF.

hen the stress increases slowly with further compression, rather than

he quick drop of stress induced by the buckling behaviour of empty

yramidal lattice truss cores as shown in Figs. 6 and 8 . 

. Summary of results and discussion 

In the present study the compressive behaviour of pure STF and

andwich panels with empty, water filled, and STF filled pyramidal lat-

ice truss cores are investigated at various strain rates using a modi-

ed SHPB. The results show that the strengths of the sandwich panels

ith empty pyramidal lattice truss cores under quasi-static and dynamic

ompressions are controlled by the buckling behaviour of the pyrami-

al lattice trusses, and the dynamic strength of the sandwich panel is

igher than that obtained at quasi-static compression condition due to

he lateral inertial effect of the pyramidal lattice truss as the studies by

ee et al. [42] , Tang et al. [43] , and Vaughn et al. [44] . It is interest-

ng to note that while filling fluids into the spaces of pyramidal lattice

russ cores, the strength of sandwich panel is improved. The nominal dy-

amic stress versus strain profiles of the sandwich panels with empty,

ater filled, and STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores are compared

n Fig. 10 . After filled with distilled water the strength of the sandwich

anel increases from about 3.0 MPa to about 4.0 MPa, which should be

scribed to the inertial effect of the filled water during compression.

lso, the stress decreases slowly after the attainment of the peak stress

ecause of the post buckling behaviour of the pyramidal lattice truss

ores, which is similar with the compressive behaviour of the sandwich

anels with empty pyramidal truss cores. However, the stresses of the

andwich panel with STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores increase al-

ost linearly to as high as 9.0 MPa, which is almost three times higher

hen compared to the strengths of the sandwich panels with empty

yramidal lattice truss cores, showing the strong interaction between

he pyramidal lattice truss core and the filled STF specimen. Then af-

er, the stress increases slightly with further compression, rather than

he slowly decrease as observed for the sandwich panels with empty

yramidal lattice truss cores. 

The nominal stress versus strain profiles of the pure STF specimens

nd the sandwich panels with empty and STF filled pyramidal truss cores

re given in Fig. 11 . As a comparison, the stress versus strain curve

hrough adding the stresses of pure STF and the sandwich panel with

mpty truss core is also depicted. It can be seen that while filled with

TF, the dynamic energy absorption capacity of the sandwich panel is
473 
mproved significantly. The stress of the sandwich panel with the STF

lled lattice truss core is almost three times higher than the strength of

he sandwich panel with empty pyramidal lattice truss core, showing the

trong interaction between the truss core and the filled STF specimen.

t is interesting to note that the strength of the sandwich panel with

he STF filled pyramidal lattice truss core is also much higher than the

dding result of pure STF and the sandwich panel with empty truss core,

howing the “1 + 1 >> 2 ” dynamic energy absorption behaviour of the

andwich panel while filled with the STF. 

The excellent dynamic energy absorption behaviour of the sandwich

anel with the STF filled pyramidal lattice truss core could be well un-

erstood by the interaction between the filled STF and the pyramidal

attice core. Fig. 12 (a) and (b) shows the deformation behaviour of sand-

ich panels with empty and STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores after

ompression, respectively. As shown in Fig. 12 (a), during compression

he sandwich panel with empty pyramidal lattice truss core, the unit

ells of the core experience elastic deformation, leading to the initial

ast increase of stress. Then only one side of beams, here is the left
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a

b

Fig. 12. Deformation behaviour of sandwich panels with (a) empty and (b) STF 

filled pyramidal lattice truss cores after dynamic compression. Non-symmetrical 

to symmetrical buckling transition of unit cells happens after filled with the STF. 
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ide, buckle, leading to the attainment of the peak stress. After that

he buckled beams experience post-buckling behaviour as evident by

he large plastic deformation as shown in Fig. 12 (a), resulting in the

low decrease of stress after the attainment of the peak stress. With fur-

her compression after the nonsymmetrical buckling of the unit cells,

he upper panel moves with a slight obliquity to the normal direc-

ion. The unbuckled beams begin to rotate around the bottom welding

oints that act as hinges, and no buckling behaviour for these unbuck-

ed beams happens in the following compression. However, the defor-

ation modes of the unit cells are changed through strong interaction

etween the pyramidal lattice truss core and the filled STF material. As

hown in Fig. 12 (b), once the non-symmetrical buckling behaviour of

he unit cells happens, the lateral velocities of the buckled beams are

xtremely fast when compared to the loading velocity. Consequently,

he viscosity of the STF around the beams increases significantly, lead-

ng to extremely large drag force that applied on the lateral surface

nd significant increase of post-buckling force of the buckled beams.

herefore, the unbuckled beams will begin to buckle with continuous

ompression, resulting in the symmetrical buckling behaviour of the

yramidal lattice truss core as shown in Fig. 12 (b). Consequently, the

uckling and post-buckling stresses increase significantly for the sand-

ich panel with STF filled pyramidal lattice truss core, showing the

elf-reinforced dynamic behaviour through non-symmetrical to symmet-

ical buckling transition after filled with the STF. Accordingly, excel-

ent dynamic energy absorption behaviour of the sandwich panel with

TF filled pyramidal lattice truss core is achieved. More studies will be

erformed to optimize the design of the combined structural material

o further improve its dynamic energy absorption capacity. It is also

orth emphasizing that some cracks in STF were observed by thestudy

f Waitukaitis and Jaeger [27] . During the buckling and plastic post

uckling behaviour of the core beams, the cracks may also generated

y the fast lateral movement of the beams, under which condition the

esistance of the STF may be controlled not only by the viscosity but

lso by the fracture strength of the STF. More researches will be con-

ucted to study the dynamic behaviour of theSTF in the shear thickening

egime. 
474 
. Concluding remarks 

The dynamic compressive behaviour of sandwich panels with empty,

ater filled and STF filled pyramidal lattice truss cores at high strain

ates are measured by the modified SHPB experimental. Due to the cou-

ling effect between the lattice truss core beams and the STF, high

nergy absorption capacity of the sandwich panels with STF filled

yramidal lattice truss cores are obtained and shows “1 + 1 >> 2 ” phe-

omenon. 

(i) The dynamic strengths of sandwich panels with empty and wa-

ter filled pyramidal lattice truss cores are controlled by the non-

symmetrical buckling and post buckling behaviour of unit cells

of lattice truss core. The dynamic strength is about 50% higher

than the static strength due to the lateral inertial effect of the lat-

tice truss during dynamic compression. After filled with water,

the dynamic strength is higher than the empty lattice truss cores

due to the inertial effect of the filled water. 

(ii) The strength at the attainment of the buckling of core beams after

filled with the STF is almost three times higher when compared

to that of the empty truss cores. Also the stress increases slightly

with further compression, rather than the slowly decrease con-

trolled by the non-symmetrical post buckling behaviour of unit

cells as observed for the sandwich panels with empty pyramidal

lattice truss cores. 

(iii) By transforming non-symmetrical buckling behaviour of core

beams to symmetrical buckling behaviour and FSI effects after

filled with the STF, the sandwich panel with the STF filled pyra-

midal lattice truss core shows “1 + 1 >> 2 ” dynamic energy ab-

sorption behaviour. 
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